Dynamic Sensor-Based Control of Robots with
Visual Feedback

illustrates such a hierarchical relationship among coordinate
frames, models, and corresponding observers which form the
basis for the control strategy. The task definition leads to a
control strategy which coordinates the mapping of commands
and measurements betweenlevels. The world or global model
includes symbolic representations of objects and relations as
well as attributes describing configurations in the world
coordinate frame. Thefeature or local model includes sensor
measurementsandderivednumericalandsymbolic
features
which are relative to the current (local) systemandsensor
configuration. The robot model describes configurations in
I. INTRODUCTION
robot joint space.
The control strategy for the hierarchical system is based on
ENSOR-BASEDrobot control overcomesmany of the
difficulties of uncertain models
and
unknown
en- a set of observers; i.e., sensors and algorithms which relate
vironments which limit the domain of application of current measured signals to control commands at the various levels.
robots used without external sensory feedback. Bothindustrial At the robotmodel level, the joint observer is usedbya
arms and mobile robots require sensing capability to adapt to controller to measure and control joint positions. Actuators
new tasks without explicit intervention or reprogramming. might be coupledto rotational and prismatic joints of any arm,
While these relationships between sensing and control have or wheels of a mobile vehicle. At this level, inverse kinematic
longbeenrecognizedin
a general sense, the analysis and models may also be used to permit reference commands to be
implementation of specific dynamic control strategies has specified in the end-effector coordinate frame. At the sensor
level, the feature-based observer derives feature values and
received relatively little attention. In this paper, we describe
the formulation of sensory feedback modelsfor systems which relations from measurement data and implements task control
incorporate complexmappingsbetween
robot,sensor, and within the local feature domain.At the world level, the
world coordinate frames. These models explicitly address the recognition observerinterprets sensory features and develops
use of sensory features to define hierarchical control struc- a world frame model of the current task configuration. At each
the task goals and
tures, and the definition of control strategies which achieve level the observeroutputcombines
constraints
to
generate
the
new
command
structure.
consistent dynamic performance. Specific simulation studies
Fig.
2
shows
an
example
of
a
sensor-based
control task in
examine how adaptive control may be used to control a robot
which
a
robot
arm
acquires
an
object
from
the
table using
based on image feature reference and feedback signals.
visual
feedback
control.
A
task-level
command
specifies
Robot control tasks are typically definedin the world
manipulation
of
the
object;
however,
the
robot
has
not
been
coordinate frame of the task environment. The environment
preprogrammed
with
knowledge
of
the
object
position.
In
this
can include the robot, objects to be manipulated by the robot,
sense,
the
task
environment
is
“unstructured.”
A
television
and obstacles to be avoided. The control strategy is formulated
to map this world frame task definition into control subgoals in camera is attached to the robot arm and providesvisual sensing
capability. The imageacquired
by the cameramustbe
other coordinate frames. Hierarchical structures havebeen
suggested for suchasystem
since they facilitate modular processed by a computer vision system to identify the object
organization and efficient decomposition of the task [2]. Fig. 1 and infer relationships between the spatial position of the
object and the camera position. Such relative position informaManuscriptreceivedJanuary
17, 1986; revisedDecember 1, 1986. This tion may be used to guide the robot to acquire the object from
work was supported in part by the Westinghouse Electric Corporation and in the table.
part by the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University. This paper was
The same problemarises in the navigation of a mobile robot
presented at theIFACSymposiumonRobot
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with respect to objects in an unstructured environment using
November 6-8, 1985.
The authors are with the Robotics Institute andthe Electrical and Computer visual feedback. The images acquired by the on-board camera
Engineering
Department,
Carnegie
Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, PA,
(or cameras) provide cues to the relative position of the robot
15213, USA.
to objects in the environment. A local model is used to relate
IEEE Log Number 8715798.

Abstruct-Sensor-based robot control may be viewed as a hierarchical
structure with multiple observers. Actuator, feuture-bused, and recognition observers provide the basis for multilevel feedback control at the
actuator,sensor, and world coordinateframelevels, respectively. The
analysis and design of feature-based control strategies toachieve
consistent dynamic performance is addressed. For vision sensors, such an
provide stable and
imuge-bused visual servocontrolisshownto
consistent dynamiccontrol
within local regimes of the recognition
observer. Simulation studies of two-and three-degree-of-freedom systems
show the application of an adaptive control algorithm to overcome
unknown and nonlinear relations in the feature to world space mapping.
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical sensor-based control.
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Fig. 2. Robotacquiringobject using visual feedback.

reference configurations and control robot actuators. Such an
‘‘image-based’’ visual servo control strategy offers advantages
for reduced delay and estimation noise within a given
recognition regime, as well as providing a novel “teach-byshowing” strategy for task specification.
Image-based visual servo control poses particular challenges to the observer/controller design to achieve consistent
dynamics. The mapping between image features and the world
coordinate frame may be unknownbut dependent on the
system configuration, as well as nonlinear and coupled. We
havestudied the application of an adaptive controller to
achieve predictable and stable dynamic properties at this
control level.
This paper first defines visual servo control structures, then
focuses on the definition and control strategies foi a sensorlevel feedback system with image-based observer. Simulation
studies demonstrate the performance of this control strategy
for two- and three-degree-of-freedom systems.

image features to local robot motion, while a global model
checks consistency of local interpretations [7], [4]. Such an
image processing’and motion-planning sequence constitutes a
control loop which is coupled to both the local and global
models. The dynamics of such a control structure depend
critically on the local and global models of the robot, sensor,
11. VISUAL
SERVO
CONTROL
world reference frames, and their relationships. The distribuFig. 3 illustrates a conventional robot arm positioning
tion of control among these reference frames is important to
achieve good dynamic performance as well as reliable system which maps world coordinate frame reference signals
X,, into joint reference signals
using a kinematic arm
navigation.
Analysis of these hierarchical control structures which model. The joint angle servo control system [19], [9], [25],
couple robot motion to unstructured environments presents a [24], [20], [33], [5],[16], [181 uses a joint observer with
number of key issues. In particular, the dynamic performance position and velocity feedback to position the joint motors to
of.the system is influenced by computational delays, uncer- the desired angles. The actual robot geometry may be slightly
tainty, robot dynamics, and coupling in the observer itself. In different than the robot model, and therefore the actual endthis paper we examine such issues for the case of visual servo effector X may differ from the desired position Xre+In real
control. A recognition observer is defined for a system which systems, there is no way tomonitor this final positioning error
infers object position and orientation from a set of derived since no measurement or feedback of final end-effector
image features. The resulting ‘‘position-based’’ visual servo position is available. In this sense, the control loop is never
control system incorporates the interpretation phase into its closed around the end-effector position itself leading to
a system to
primary feedback loop. In this paper, we focus on a feature- inherent limitations in the ability ofsuch
based observer whichuses image features as a basis for a compensate for inaccurate modeling of the arm or to derive
hierarchical control structure. Image features which are positioning error signals relative to unstructured environuniquely related to spatial position are used to define task ments.
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a

of brightness values from the threeThe addition of visual sensing as a measurement system for dimensional array
relative end-effector position provides a basis for overcoming dimensional scene. This image array may undergo various
some of these limitations. However, the useof computer types of computer processing to enhance image properties and
vision to infer position and orientation of objects, or interpret extract local and global image features. This feature set f
general three-dimensional relationships in a scene, is in typically includes relations among structural components of
general a complex task requiring extensive computing re- the image such as points, lines, and areas, as well as
sources. Techniques whichmay
exploit simpler sensors, quantitative parameters attached to them. In reality there is a
structured lighting, or minimize processing for image interpre- continuum of possible image features and their transformatation may offer advantages for visual servo control implemen- tions, and their choice depends on the purpose and requiretations [l], [ll].
ments of their subsequent use or interpretation. The image
Fig. 4 illustrates schematically an approach to the interpre- feature set f provides the basis for an image-bused observer
tation of a two-dimensional image for inference of three- and associated feedback control structure. At a higher level,
dimensional position and orientation. In the block diagram, a the image feature set f may be used to interpret the observed
sensor, such as a TV camera, is used to acquire a two- scene. Such an interpretation requires the recognition of
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interaction between the levels of the hierarchy becomes
critical. Using this approach, dynamic visual servo control
systems can be synthesized [l], [2], [31], [6]. The role of
computer vision as the recognition observer affects the overall
system dynamics, and a visual feedback controller is required
for stability and to achieve acceptable transient response (Fig.
6). The linearity, noise properties, coupling, and computational delays of this measurement process become essential
Fig. 5. Static “look and move” control (vectors represented by underline). considerations for controller design. Formal analysis and
designof
feedback controllers for visual servoing using
objects in the scene and the estimate of object relations in the principles of control theory has not appeared in the literature
world coordinate frame. The output of this recognition except for a simple case [6]. Most visual servo controllers
observer is an estimate of the relative position of camera and have been designed using ad hoc strategies [l].
This dynamic feedback strategy may further be generalized
object i f r e 1 andmaybeusedin
a sensor-based feedback
controller based on world coordinate reference signals Xrel.ref.to control the open-loop dynamics and kinematics by direct
Such a recognition observer depends on transducer, object, joint activation. The digitally controlled position-based visual
and scene models for its interpretation andmay introduce servoing structure (Fig. 7) may have potential advantages,
complex forms of measurement noise as well as time delays including elimination of added computational delay, required
by the “arm-solution” evaluation period, and elimination of
into the feedback system.
Fig. 5 shows a simple example of a visual servo control “arm-solution” modeling inaccuracies. The feedback controlstructure based on the recognition observer. This system is ler must compensate for any nonlinear and coupled robot
called a position-based static “look and move” structure for dynamics and kinematics, as well as measurement delays and
visual servo control and is used mostoften in present industrial noise. While Koivo [15] and Takegaki [29] did not mention
applications [30], [3], [121. The system operation consists of a visual servoing, they did propose adaptive feedback controllers for such combined dynamic and kinematic control.
sequence of independent steps.
Step I : The vision system “looks” at the scene, or object, Furthermore, Khatib [ 131 proposes task-level “operational
and estimates the relative end-effector position
In current space” (positional) control, using visual feedback, based on a
applications the recognition and position measurement phases nonlinear feedback controller.
Dynamic control has the potential to achieve faster reare relatively simple due to the highly structured environment.
Step 2: The position estimate is sent to a task computer. The sponses than “static” systems, and dynamic considerations
task computer computes the difference A X between where the will become increasingly important as vision processing
end-effector should be Xrel.ref
and the current position esti- becomes faster and task representations more demanding.
mate. The task computer then issues a command to an Dynamic visual servo control presents a variety of difficult
independent closed-loop robot positioning system’ to “move” design problems which are not currently addressed in the
literature, including a formal approach to controller design and
by the incremental distance AX.
Step 3: The robot moves to the new position. Step 1 is not complexity of the feature-based or recognition observer. An
repeated until the robot completes the motion specified by the adaptive image-based control approach to this problem is
described below.
“move” command.
If the combined accuracy of therobot positioning and vision
111. IMAGED-BASED
CONTROL
measurement systems are within the allowable tolerances of
the task, then this sequence need only be executed once.
In the position-based control approaches, the vision system
However, if improved accuracy, noise reduction, rejection of isused as a recognition observer to measure the relative
external disturbances, or tracking of a movingobjectis
positions X,, between the robot end-effector and some object
required, then the sequence of operations is repeated until a in its environment. This measurement process can be decomspecified accuracy is achieved. The static ‘‘look and move” posed into two nonlinear transformations. First, the transducstructure demonstrates the concept of interactive sensing for tion andfeature extraction functions, or world-to-feature space
robot positioning but is not a dynamic control system since transformation, can beviewed as the inverse ofan ideal
each step is executed independently and in sequence. Thus the interpretation, in the absence of noise, according to
dynamics of each operation at each level of the hierarchy do
not affect the overall system stability.
In contrast, if the visual feedback system is structured so
thatthe three steps outlined are executed in parallel (i.e., where f are the features and interpretation I is “ideal” in the
positions estimates
and position errors AXre, are updated sense of being based on exact object and image transducer
as fast as they are measured, and position corrections are models. Second, the features are mapped to world space by the
commanded to the robot while it is moving), then the dynamic approximate interpretation transformation:

xrel.

xrel

’

The closed-loop robot positioning system includes dynamic joint Serva
controllers and kinematic decoupling software which allow movements to be
specified in world or tool coordinates.

f[f~

(2)

where modeling inaccuracies and image transducer noise lead
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to equivalent measurement noise. If the interpretation has a
unique inverse mapping, over the control region of interest,
such that Xrelare single-valued functions of f, then this
suggests that the systemcanbe controlled, to uniqueendpoints, using features directly as the feedback and reference
signals, thus eliminating the interpretation step in (2). This
feature-based observerapproach
relies on the systematic
variation of image features with relative object position. Such
a relationship is illustrated in Fig. 8. In this case, the task is
specified by portraying the current cameraimageand
the
desired camera image. The image features corresponding to an
image trajectory as the camera moves may beplotted as shown
in the figure. Monotonic,although
nonlinear, feature-toposition relations are obtained in this case using area, relative
area, and center-of-gravity features. The uniqueness condition
is satisfied, for the control region of interest, when E341 1) the
first partial derivatives of f are continuous,and 2) if the
Jacobian of the ideal inverse interpretation is nonsingular; i.e.,
det [ Jfeat

.

.

Desired Image

Initial Image

I +0

where Jfeat
defined as the feature sensitivity matrix is

11

In practice, Jfeat
can be estimated on-line to test the condition
in (4). This condition mustbe true for both position and imagebasedapproaches.
Further, since the determinant is only
defined for square matrices, then the permittednumberof
degrees-of-freedommustequal
the number of measured
features.
A digitally controlled image-based visual servo(IBVS)
control structure, which uses feature feedback is represented
in Fig. 9. This system was first proposed by Sanderson and
Weiss [27]. InsuchanIBVSsystem,
the referenceand
feedback signals are defined in termsof the image feature

Fig. 8. Featureschangewith

motion.

values corresponding to the current and desired robot positions. The feature errors may be derivedat every measurement
time and usedto drive the robot in adirection which decreases
the error. In Fig. 9, u are the control signals, 0 are the robot
joint coordinates, and n d is the number of feedback delays
introduced by the vision processing. The characteristics of
eachblock are described in the next section. Image-based
structures which incomorate inner closed-looDDositionim
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Fig. 9. Image-basedvisual servoing (vectorsrepresented by underline).

control, such as inthe position-based “look and move”
structure, can also be derived.
In image-based control, reference signals fref(k) must now
be defined in feature-space. To accomplish this, the task could
first be defined in world space Xrel.ref
and then mappedintofref
according to an idealized inverse interpretation in (1). Equivalently, if Jfe,,(Xre,)
is known or can be measured and the initial
displacement Xr:l is known, then the feature signal can be
derived by evaluating the feature sensitivity matrix along Xr:l
+ 6Xrel-ref
according to
S f r e f = Jfeat 6 X r e 1 .

(5)

While both approaches still require an interpretation procedure
to recognize the features and to derive the transformations,
they may offer potential advantages by eliminating inaccuracies of the actual interpretation, in the feedback path, and by
requiring smaller sampling periods as a result of the elimination of the feedback interpretation delay.
An alternative approach, which only requires an interpretation procedure for feature recognition, is to define the
reference signd directly in image feature space using a
“teach-by-showing’’ strategy. In this approach, an image is
transduced in the desired reference position and the corresponding extracted features represent the reference features.
For repetitive tasks, with known worldcoordinate trajectories,
the reference feature signals can be defined a priori as a
“moving” or time-varying image along the path. In an
unstructured task environment, only the final, or desired
feature valuescan be defined, and the world coordinate
trajectory cannot be directly controlled. The most useful
applications of teach-by-showing image-based systems might
be for tasks requiring fast and accurate corrective motions,
where the exact path isnot critical (e.g., for precision
assembly including random part acquisition and parts alignment). While the path cannot be explicitly controlled with the
teach-by-showing strategy, a limiting case shows that if the
coupled feature sensitivity matrix Jfeatis constant, and each
feature is specified to have identical time responses, the
predicted path is straight-line, irrespective of the number of
degrees-of-freedom @OF). In addition, our simulation studies,
to be described, show that smooth paths are achieved over a
wide variety of system and parameter situations. The teach-byshowing approach presents additional requirements for controller design. In this approach, it is assumed that the inverse
transformation I - ’ is unknown. Therefore, the feedback
controller must be based on a design approach which not only

compensates for the nonlinear and coupled properties of I-’,
but also for unknown values.
OF IMAGE-BASED
SYSTEMS
IV. CONTROL

The analysis, design, and evaluation of image-based systems has been studied by Weiss
[32]. To design an imagebased controller, it is useful to consider first the small-signal
model (i.e., about a nominal operating point or trajectory) of
the IBVS structure in Fig. 9. The control signals are applied
through digital-to-analog converters (DAC’s) which can be
modeled by the cascade of an ideal impulse sampler and a
zero-order holdwith
a saturation nonlinearity [21]. The
system output is the undelayed feature, while the feedback
path is modeled by discrete unit delays. Linearized open-loop
robot dynamics [5], or equivalent linear I/O models [28], are
represented by the discrete-time Z transformation W,(z - ’).
The feedback path is characterized by an overall small-signal
sensitivity matrix J given by

(6)
where Jar, is the kinematic arm Jacobian. In addition to the
control requirements of the robot dynamics, the design of the
controller C also depends on the J sensitivity matrices,
feedback delays, and measurement noise. The sensitivity
matrices are nonlinear and coupled functions of 8 and Xrel;
thus J varies as 8 varies, and feature-space transformations are
manifested by time-varying open-loop gains. Predicted values
of J can deviate from actual values due to inaccuracies in the
modelingof the three-dimensional object and transduction
process, and from drift and variation in the transducer
parameters. At the extreme, the values may be completely
unknown a priori when minimal knowledge of the inverse
interpretation transformations I-’ are available, such as arises
when task programming is limited to the teach-by-showing
strategy. Fixed feedback controller designs have limitations in
the control of such nonlinear and unknown systems. Even if
the nonlinearities are known, a fixed controller design for
these
systems
is a formidable engineering problem. In
contrast, an adaptive approach to controller design appears to
be applicable for these requirements. The IBVS controller
design used in our research therefore emphasizes the adaptive
approach.
J t

Jfeat Jar,

A . Adaptive IBVS Control
In the context of joint-level control, a few researchers have
evaluated the potential application of adaptive control to
robotic manipulators [5], [SI, [lo], [ 141, [ 161, [ 181. Adaptive
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Both single-input single-output (SISO)and multiple-input
control has the potential to compensate for parameter uncertainty and variation over a wide range, while operating at high multiple-output (MIMO) equivalent model formulations can
joint speeds. In these adaptive control schemes, an adjustable be used to derive the adaptive controller. In the context of
controller uses on-line identification to identify parameters of joint-level control, Neuman and Stone [23] have justified the
an equivalent input/output (UO) linear model ofthe robot based latter modeling approach by demonstrating that individual
onthe I/O information vectors u(k) and 8(k) (Le., actuator joints of a coupled' and nonlinear robot can be modeled by
control signals and joint positions, respectively), under the linear time-varying second-order SISO transfer functions.
assumption that the robot is linear andconstant but has They showthat the transfer function parameters vary smoothly
unknown parameters. An equivalent I/O model is one that in the work space as a function of the joint positions,
predicts the output O(k)from past and present I/O information velocities, and accelerations. Although MIMO controllers
independent of the physical model of the robot. The estimated have a greater potential for decoupling a coupled system, they
parameter values are then used in a linear feedback controller are computationally complex, and do not lend themselves to
modularity. A modular system caneasily be extended to
as though they were the actual parameters.
The mathematical basis for our adaptive controller follows increasing degrees-of-freedom and distributed processing.
the enhanced identification error model reference adaptive Uncoupled adaptive controllers have already demonstrated the
control (MRAC) developed by Morris andNeuman [22]. potential to control dynamically coupled robots [ 161, [ 181 and
While similar approaches have appeared in the literature, their would be easier to implement in current laboratory and factory
research focused on details of physical implementation includ- computing environments. For these reasons, the approach
ing control signal saturation, controller stability, measurement which wedeveloped emphasized uncoupled control of coupled
noise, and computational complexity for microprocessor systems, using the concept of equivalent SISO plants. For
implementation. Since the algorithm did not include control of example, a two-degree-of-freedom IBVS system is controlled
systems with discrete measurement delays, we have extended by two independent MRAC controllers, A and A 2 ,in Fig. 11.
A SISO MRAC for a system with n d unit feedback delays is
it to include control of systems with delay [32]. Additional
the
modifications for applying uncoupled MRAC to the control of summarized here. In our approach, we assumethat
variable
under
control
is
the
measurable,
or
delayed,
feature
coupled nonlinear systems were also developed.
In joint-level MRAC control (Fig. lo), the reference model signal fd(k).An mth order series-parallel reference model is
output P ( k ) specifies a stable and realizable closed-loop described by the difference equation:
dynamic response of the output O(k) to the reference signal
Oref(k).The difference between the reference model output and
the process is called the full-parallel (FP) output error:

eiP(k)= OR(k)- 8(k).

(7)

The adjustable controller utilizes the identified parameters
information to adjust the gains on-line to drive the FP error to
zero, thus forcing the robot output to track the reference signal
in accordance with the performance specified by the model. In
the identification-error methodofMRAC
control [lX] an
identifier predicts the robot joint outputs, t(k), based upon
parameter estimates of an equivalent linear I/O model. The
identification error

(9)
where the delay operator q - i is defined by
( q - ' ) f ( k ) t f ( k - i).

(10)

(8)

In our studies we use second-order models (i.e., m = 2 ) with
the model parameters selected to achieve critical damping.
The two reference model poles, located at z = e - wn T , specify
the desired closed-loop bandwidth w, of the system. The
maximum bandwidth is constrained by the sampling period T
according to the Nyquist criterion:

drives the adjustment mechanism which updates the estimates
of the equivalent parameters. These estimates are then used to
adjust the gains of a linear controller which is driven by the
model output. The adjustment mechanisms can be designed
from either parametric optimization or stability viewpoints.

where a constant performance margin (PM) factor is included
as a safety factor and to increase the sampling-to-bandwidth

eID(k) = W ) - W )
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Fig. 11. MRAC control of IBVS system.
~

ratio so that the identifier can track the time-varying parameters.
We assume that system under control can be modeled by the
nth order linear inputloutput equation
f d w = f l T w -

where the ( i n

X

(12)

1)

s(k)=

1
P ( k ) = - P ( -k-------)1
A

1) information vector is

a&- 1) * [u(k- 1 - nd)
- . *u ( k - n - n d ) , f d ( k - l )
(bl

* - .b,,

CZ~

X24D(k)

***fd(k-nd)]T

and the (2n x 1) parameter vector is
flT f

eID ( k )
1 +(l/X)4gk- l)P(k- l)ad(k-

an).

(13)

1)(1

7)

P ( k - 1)

a&-

1 ) a p - l ) P ( k - 1) (18)

where P(k) is a (2n X 2n) adaptive gain matrix, s(k) is the
aposteriori error, and eIDis the a priori error signal. The
fading factor X (0 < A I 1) weighs past values of the input/
output samples by the progression

1, X,

A series-parallel identifier predicts the delayed feature signal
by

X2,

..', Xk.

If X = 1, new information is averaged with all past data,
minimizing over reaction to measurement noise. If X 5 1 , old
data are weighed less, and the mechanismcan track the
where is the estimated parameter vector. The identification parameter fl even when the parameters are slowly timeerror is
varying.
The controller is derived by solving (14) for the control
eID ( k )= f d ( k )- t d ( k ) .
(15 )
signal u(k) required to force the one-step ahead identifier
1) to follow the reference signal XR(k).We do
A hyperstable adjustment mechanism [171 specifies the follow- output t d ( k
ing identifier when the plantis assumed to be linear with not use a predictor to estimate the actual, or undelayed, feature
signal. Using this approach we can at best calculate what the
slowly varying parameters:
control signal u(k - nd) should havebeen nd sampling
1
B(k-nd)=Ej(k- 1- n d ) + - P ( k - l ) # d ( k - l ) ~ ( k ) (16) instants in the past and force the result to be u(k). Inverting
(14) for u(k - n d ) , and forcing the control signal to this value,
X

t d ( k ) = p ( k - 1 - n d ) a d ( k -(14)
1)

+
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errodactuator assignment can be accomplished by organizing
H(s) in a “diagonally dominant” fashion [26], such that the
diagonal elements dominatethe off-diagonal elements. Diagonal dominance is defined as

we obtain

A control penalty must be applied
to (19) to ensure a stable and
bounded control signal. A control signal penalty is obtained by
multiplying (19) by the positive scaler a(k) (0 < a 5 1). The
penalty also reduces the effects of control signal saturation,
noise, andunderestimation
of 6,. To derive the control
penalty, the Jury stability conditions are applied to test the
location of the controller poles at each computational cycle.
When pole magnitudes exceed the design parameter y,where
0 < y < 1, the value of x is reduced until the poles lie within
a circle of radius y in the Z plane. In our studies we used

a(k)=

RA-3, NO. 5 ,

[

(k)/52(k)ly2,

for
for

1 g2/6,I < y2
I 62/61I > y2 .

(20)

B. Feature
Selection
and

When H(s) can be organized according to this definition of
dominance, then limited stability properties of both coupled
and uncoupled fixed control of the system can be formulated
[26]. However,whenapplied to image-basedsystems,with
1 J W, I +- H(s), the sensitivity matrices may not satisfy this
definition of dominance [32].
An alternative approach is to organize J W, to maximize the
inequality (22) over all possible column arrangements. This
criterion reduces to defining the dimensionlessmeasure of
diagonal dominance as

jti

the ratios change by orders of magnitude.
2) Feature Selection: The image of a typical scene contains
more features than there are degrees of freedom to control.
The number of features must equal the number of degrees of
freedom
image-based
anin
system
since the feature sensitivity

Assignment
Featuretransformationcoupling
(i.e., represented by the matrix is constrainedto be square. The possible number of
small-signal feature sensitivity matrix J ) leads to related Orderedcandidate feature subsets is
problems of feature selection and assignment. Feature selecm!
tion requires a subset of n features be selected from a set of m
~ ( mn ,) =
(24)
possible control features J;: (i = 1 ,
* , m),where m > n.
(m- n)!
Featureassignmentaddresses
the choice of which feature where ordering is required to consider the feature/joint
should be usedto control each actuator. Both issues are related
assignment.
to the degree-of-coupling Of the feature transformation’ We
To arrive at a criterion for feature selection, two aspects of
have developed a measure of couplingto address these issues. feature-based control are analyzed:
I ) Feature Assignment Using Diagonal Dominance: In
applications whereuncoupled controllers are used to control
1) the ability to specify worldspacepathusing
featurecoupled plants, there is always the problem of choosingwhichbased
trajectories (assuming that the control systemcan
servo error will control which actuator; that is,for a set of n
achieve a specified feature spaceperformance),and
outputs y i (i = 1, . . * , n ) , whichservo error Ayi shouldbe
2) the control effort required to achieve the specified
filtered andcoupled to thejth actuator as u;? To formalize this
feature spacedynamicperformance.
assignmentprocedure let the open-loop linear system be It is shown below that the attributes of the feature sensitivity
defined by
matrix Jfeat
relate to path performance, while the attributes of

-

Y ( s )= H ( s ) u ( s )

~

(21)

where H(s) is an ( n X n) transfer function matrix. When the
system is uncoupled, H(s) can be transformed into a diagonal
matrix by switching the jth and kth columns of H(s), and
therefore the jth and kth rows of u(s), until all off-diagonal
elements of H(s) are zero. When H(s) is diagonal, the only
choice for servo errodactuator assignment is ui + Ayi. When
the system is coupled, then H(s) cannot be transformed into a
diagonal matrix by a simple row-column interchange. Servo

J W, relate to the control effort aspects.
With respect to world spacepath, it is desirable to be able to
control each world level degree of freedom (DOF) independently. To achieve this goal, an ideal subset of features should
yield a feature sensitivity Jfeat
which is diagonal and constant.
Then
Jfeat - ii

where AXi is the path error for the ith DOF, Af, is the ith
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feature error, and Jfe,t-ii is the (i, i)th element of Jfeat.If
straight-line motion is desirable, and all of the features exhibit
the same dynamic response, then straight-line motion would
be achieved. For example, assume that the ith feature response
is specified by the critically damped response
fp(t)

4 J;:(t)-J;:(O)

= Afi( 1 - e-

(26)

and all feature responses have the same time constant 7 . The
response of the ith DOF is

Xp(t) G Xi(t)- X ( 0 )= JiA-:-,JY(t).

(27)

The relationship between any two Cartesian degrees of
freedom becomes

minimizing D ( J W,) and D(Jfat) over the set of candidate
features. By minimizing D ( J W,), improved dynamic response
is achieved withSISO controllers. By minimizing D(Jfeat),
closer to monotonic path performance may be expected. Each
strategy may not produce mutually exclusive decisions, and
arbitration between them would be basedon the relative
importance of each attribute. For example, a system could be
feature uncoupled inthe joint space of an articulated robot arm
butnot uncoupled in Cartesian space. Since the degree of
coupling plays such an important role in the independent
control approach, our initial research has focused on the
evaluation of feature selection based on the minimization of
D ( J W,). These relationships between diagonal dominance
and performance are born out by simulation experiments as
described in the next section.
V. SIMULATION
STUDIES

AdaptiveIBVS systems are highly nonlinear, making it
difficult to predict their potential performance analytically.
Mainframe simulation studies were therefore used to evaluate
IBVS control. The systems were modeled with progressively
complex dynamics, kinematics, and feature coupling to
understand their relative contributions to the control problem
and system performance. Extensive studies have been completed for one-, two-, and three-DOF systems, and preliminary results are available for a five-DOF system. Performance
limitations and application of fixed controllers were also
evaluated using linear model following controllers (LMFC)
[171. Each LMFC is derived by fixing the gains of the adaptive
controller to values derived from initial learning trials in the
simulation experiments.
In these studies, the response to step-input feature reference
signals, defined by the teach-by-showing strategy, provides a
suitable measure of system performance. The reference model
bandwidths were selected so that the sampling-to-bandwidth
ratio fs/fsw, in ( 1 1 ) was at least 20. To simplify the feature
selection/assignment process, the low-frequency or dc gain of
W, is used to calculate the coupling index D in (23). We
observed that for a set of features, the feature/joint assignment
remains constant over large regions of control for uncoupled
then
kinematic configurations such as a Cartesian robot. For these
configurations, off-line measurement of 3 in the initial image
can be used to select a fixed assignment over the entire control
trajectory. Off-line measurement to approximate J is accomplished by sequentially moving each robot joint by small
where Ki is a constant. The constant relationship between any increments, and measuring the accompanying change in
features. For coupled kinematic configurations, such as an
two Cartesian DOF's becomes
articulated arm, a feature/joint reassignment is predicted when
Xp/Xjo = Ki/Kj
(3 1 ) controlling over large distances in space, and a fixed feature/
joint assignment is only suitable for applications requiring
small corrective motions. Feature selection can also be based
which is the equation of a straight line.
Since we may not expect to find feature subsets which yield on initial image coupling measures if the potential candidates
idealized sensitivity attributes, a feature selection strategy have relatively small coupling values.
could seek a subset which best approximates these ideals; i.e.,
The imaging camera is modeled as a pinhole lens, and
select features which minimize the coupling and sensitivity image features are derived from the idealized nondistorted
changes along a trajectory. In our 'research, the diagonal two-dimensional image points. Image distortions are difficult
dominance measure, D(J Wp),in (23), is used to quantify to model and vary widely with lighting, transducer resolution,
system coupling. The feature selection strategy then becomes and linearity. Noisy imaging conditions are manifested as

which isconstant and specifies the equation of a straight line in
Cartesian coordinates. It thus becomes straightforward to
specify straight-line motion.
If an ideal feature sensitivity matrix could be synthesized,
thenit still remains to control the system dynamically to
achieve the desired feature response. Attributes of the overall
sensitivity J W, can be used to describe the control effort
required to achieve the desired response. Similar to the feature
sensitivity attributes, the idealized overall sensitivity matrix
should be diagonal and constant. Diagonalization permits the
unqualified use of independent SISO controllers. In our
experience, these idealized sensitivity attributes cannot be
expected in practice. The degrees of freedom are coupled and
the sensitivities typically vary with position. Feature sensitivity changes are minimized for smallmotion tasks, and for
configurations with large lens magnifications. However, if the
feature sensitivity were constant, but coupled, the predicted
pathwould still be straight-line motion irrespective of the
number of degrees-of-freedom. Since
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features: the perceived centroid and line length. The coupling
index is used to resolve the feature/joint assignment. Ranges
of taskmotions included examples withinitial-to-desiredposition trajectories of short excursions (e.g., 1 in), to longrange motions of over 2 ft, and over a broad range of arm
configurations. The dynamic robot model included Coriolis,
centrifugal, viscous friction, and amplifier saturation effects.
The simulated sample period was T = 0.003 s. An example is
shown in Fig. 14 which displays the position trajectory of the
camera and the corresponding rise times. In Fig.14, the
predicted trajectory is the path which would be achieved for
perfect reference model following. The actual trajectory
deviates from the predicted path due to initial transient
Fig. 12. Single DOF.
identification errors which cannot be overcome in SISO
control of the feature coupled system. The predicted trajectory
measurement noiseandmodeledusing
varying levels of deviates from a straight line by only 0.05 in. For larger motion
uniformly distributed noise added to the idealized extracted tasks, we observed that deviations of the predicted paths from
feature values. Some representative examples of adaptive a straight line remain on the same order of magnitude, even
IBVS control are discussed below.
though the feature sensitivities are tightly coupled and vary
A single DOF study incorporates a camera which moves
dramatically over the trajectory. Actual path deviations from
relative to a fixed line (or edge) in space. The camera is the predicted trajectories were acceptable for the large motion
mounted to a dynamically linear translational stage (Fig. 12), tasks using a robot with linear uncoupled kinematics (e.g., X
so that it is constrained to approach the line along a straight - Y translational stages) under adaptive control. With fixed
path. The control feature is the perceived line length. The controllers, however, there were large path deviations and it
feature sensitivity, over an 18-in excursion, is displayed in was difficult to keep the line in the field of view. Using an
Fig. 13. The task is to move the camera from various initial articulated arm for tasks requiring larger motions, the addistarting positions to a desired position which is 1 in from the tionalkinematic coupling leads to unacceptably large path
line. The final or desired position of the camera was specified deviations with either adaptive or fixed SISO controllers.
to bein close proximity to the line to accentuate rapidly These systems would require a coupled controller.
changing feature sensitivities as the camera approaches the
A three-DOF configuration simulation consists of a stationobject. The sampling period (for one frame time) is selected to ary camera observing an object which is being moved. The
be T = 1/30 s. In practice, if the vision system processing object sits on top of a set of X - Y - O translational and
requires relatively long sampling periods, then higher sam- rotary stages (Fig. 15). The task is to move the object relative
pling rate minor-loop velocity feedback controllers would be to the fixed camera position. The extracted features available
required to compensate for Coulomb friction, structural for polyhedral objects (e.g., cubes, pyramids, wedges, etc.)
resonances, and to eliminate any apparent complex plane poles include the centroid and area of each visible plane, and the
to satisfy the identifier's Nyquist sampling constraints. The relative areas betweenanytwo
adjacent planes. For this
fixed versus adaptive controller performance, as measured by configuration more features are available than degrees of
position rise time, is also displayed in Fig. 13. While adaptive freedom to control, and the coupling index is used to resolve
control performance remains constant over a wide range of both the feature selection and assignment. Onemethod to
excursions, fixed control response becomes sluggish. In evaluate the suitability of minimizing the coupling index to
general, a fixed controller tuned for one task maynot be select features is to choose a very small motion task such that
suitable for another task. A single adaptive controller is J , and thus D(JW,) stay essentially constant over the
suitable for a range of tasks. Fixed controllers are suitable for trajectory. System performance is evaluated for each possible
taskswith. small sensitivity changes (e.g., tasks requiring combination of three features. For constant sensitivity, the X
small corrective motion). While adaptive control is superior - Y stage predicted pathis
a straight line, andpath
for large motions, our simulations also confirm the expected performance is evaluated by the deviation from a straight line.
performance of the fixed controller: superior noise perform- Dynamic performance is evaluated as the position rise time.
ance, and superior stability at lower sampling-to-bandwidth For example, Fig. 16 summarizes the path and time performratios.
ance asa function of the coupling index for 18 candidate
Another simulation illustrates the performance of a system feature subsets when a cube isused as the object. In this
with nonlinear dynamics. The three-DOF revolute joint figure, the path performance is measured by the net distance
articulated arm, with a camera mounted to the third link, is traveled, where 0.144 in corresponds to the straight line. Fig.
shown in Fig. 14. In this example, the third joint O3 is not 17 displays the actual path and rotation responses for three of
under visual servo control. This joint is automatically rotated these subsets. Exhaustive testing, as represented by this
such that the plane of the camera remains parallel to the robot example, shows thatbothpathand
dynamic performance
base; i.e., 03(t) = -O,(t) -02(t). The task is to move the improve as the coupling index decreases. For large motion
camera relative to a fixed line in space. There are two control tasks (e.g., trajectory greater than 1 ft), the observed paths
Fixed Line
in space
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approach straight lines as features are selected which reduce
system coupling.
We have also conducted preliminary simulation studies of
IBVS control using a five-DOF system consisting of a camera
mounted to the end of an articulated arm (e.g., as in Fig. 2)
modeled with linear uncoupled dynamics. We used fixed
proportional controllers, withgain adjustments and feature
assignment/selection achieved by trial and error, to achieve
stability with acceptable transient response and zero steadystate positional errors. While the predicted Cartesian paths
were not derived, smooth joint motions were observed for
properly tuned systems. It became difficult to tune the fixed
controller for large motion trajectories because of the rapidly
changing sensitivities and added kinematic coupling.
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VI. DISCUSSION
In this paper we have described a hierarchical robot control
structure with multiple observers andhave
pursued the
analysis and simulation of a feature-based observer for visual
feedback control. Evaluation of this adaptive image-based
visual servo control strategy suggests that such systems may
provide speedand accuracy improvements with simplified
implementation. The feature-based strategy does not explicitly
control position trajectories but may beregarded as an inherent
strategy for real-time trajectory planning. The feature-based
observer is useful in regimes of motion where image features
have well-defined relations to the task. Such regimes must be
monitored by a recognition observer within the hierarchical
control structure. In a variety of applications this complementary relationship between feature-based and recognition observers occurs naturally in the task definition. In mobile robot
navigation, for example, local features may be effectively used
for real-time control, while global scene interpretation occurs
at a much slower rate. Control of dexterous hands using
finger-tip tactile arrays is another case where local or featurebased control may be used in a complementary fashion with a
more global recognition observer to achieve complex manipulation capabilities yet maintain dynamic performance. The
demonstration of an adaptive IBVS controller in this paper
should provide insight and analytical tools for the analysis,
design, and evaluation of dynamic sensor-based robot control
systemsandmay
serve asan example of a feature-based
observer with broad application to hierarchical sensor-based
systems.
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